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What’s a Little Rain?In the midst of our tropical rain forests rise trees that can grow up to 80 metres tall.  They 

go by the scientific name of Dryobalanops and create the most beautiful spectacles 

when you happen upon a group of them that are not obscured by other, lower trees.  

Scientists are not certain why, but the trees have developed a survival mechanism called 

"crown shyness" where the leaves will stop short of overlapping each other.  We prefer 

the more colloquial term "puzzle canopy" as the patterns they create in the sky is like a 

giant jigsaw. If you've never noticed them before on your nature walks, we encourage 

you to look up more frequently the next time you are on one.  

footnotes™ : The StoryOur lives are filled with moments we will forget. Most are mere footnotes, so trivial               

only our notebooks remember they even happened. Sometimes though, those small 

moments become the beginnings of greater things: a forgotten recipe, lines to a song, 

scribbled notations from a mentor, a watercolour of a long lost friend.  In these analogue 

notebooks, deliberately small and thin so the past can be left at home and there is no 

room to worry about the future, we hope to lengthen the little moments of today. And 

yes, that includes all our mistakes, so that we learn and grow, and that’s a beautiful thing.
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Each notebook contains some fun facts, poems / 
stories or an artwork.  If you are buying our notebooks 
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related to the theme.  We hope they inspire you as 
you fill your days in its beautiful blank pages. 
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“... So with the trees I gather
Lift my arms as do they
Embracing the sweet summer
Of an after noon day.”


